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Utilities have had varying levels of success at achieving high rates of participation in their industrial DSM
programs. Part of this problem reflects the difficulty in designing DSM programs that are particularly
suited to industrial customers. This paper provides a framework for designing successful industrial DSM
programs. This framework is established by blending market research with a technical assessment of
energy efficient measures resulting in a suggested program delivery package. To confirm whether this
framework actually works, the paper then surveys industrial DSM program experience.

The first part of the paper identifies how to effectively draw on market research that identifies industrial
customer needs, preferences, and decision-making practices. This includes a discussion of market
segmentation techniques and tools used to conduct such analyses. Such information is often collected but
under-utilized in designing DSM programs. The second part of the paper provides a technical review of
energy efficient measures suitable for industrial applications. This includes a discussion of proven
measures and technologies available and a description of the applicable markets to which these measures
can be targete(L Finally, the paper identifies successful industrial DSM program concepts and draws on
the experience of many North American utilities to compare and contrast how these program concepts are
being delivered to industrial customers.

Introduction

For the United States as a industrial customers
account for over one-third of total con
~U.l&JLBlIJ'a.AVjLA. In a recent study, the Electric Power Research
Institute (Barakat & Chamberlin 1990a) estimates
the technical potential for energy efficiency in the
industrial sector at 24% to 38 % of forecasted electricity
consumption in the year 2000. In another study that
quantifies the effect of utility Demand-Side M~ma2elne]lt

(DSM) programs, EPRI that industrial DSM
programs win save 5 % of forecast energy in
the year 2000 & Chamberlin There is
thus a sizeable gap of 19% to 33% between the forecasts
of technical and of DSM

This gap can never be closed for at least two
reasons. several measures that are technically
feasible are not economic for either the or the
customer to invest in. Second, it is impossible to
ever aU the customers to participate in a program even
if it is economic for them to participate in it.
the gap can probably be narrowed. Towards this end, this
paper reviews the experience of several utilities that are
.........._ ...."'-A-&.A,_ to narrow the gap through more-effective program

and better targeted .......,.......lII. ...........................1....

Industrial customers are an attractive target for utility
DSM programs for several reasons: a large
share of revenues, and have a high ratio
of sales per customer, have a load factor, and are a
source of economic growth for the entire service area.
Industrial customers are also a critical target because
industrial sales are more uncertain than residential and
commercial sales. There are many reasons for this.
industrial sales are often concentrated in a few large
customers. many industrial customers compete
with both inside and outside the
utility's service area-either because their products are
sold in markets that are not defined by utility service
boundaries or because their company has other plants
producing the same product. This introduces an element
of unpredictability into industrial sales. Third, recent
trends in the price of electricity relative to the prices of
fossil fuels have created a strong interest in self-generation
equipment, and many have already installed such equip
ment.. Fourth, industrial customers are looking at new
technologies that will make them more competitive in the
market place. In some cases, they are installing electro
technologies; but in other cases they are installing efficient
gas-fired equipment. industrial sales are inher
ently more volatile because the demand for most industrial
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products is derived from the demand for final consumer
goods. Changes in the demand for consumer goods are
magnified through the accelerator principle into greater
changes in the demand for industrial goods, and still
greater changes in industrial electricity usage. For all
these reasons, it is important to understand. industrial
customer preferences and behavior.

Acquiring such an understanding is, however, a complex
task: industrial customers are often reluctant to disclose
information about their decision-making practices or their
process and end-use equipment inventory because of pro
prietary considerations. Even when such data is not pro
prietary, it can be very expensive to coHect for a number
of reasons:

@ As shown in Table 1, energy costs for many industries
represent a small of total production costs. Thus,
energy usage cannot be analyzed in isolation from
decisions about the entire production process. Data
has to be collected on a very large number of

"g If>l8,AJ~,",'''''.ll,",,Y, not all of which can be easily quantified.

© even differ-
n"u~~nC!~~r are substantial. This often

.........
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means that instead of sample surveys utilities often
may have to conduct a census of their largest 100 to
200 customerse

@ The industrial buying process is an order of
magnitude more complex than its residential
counterparts since it involves multiple decision
makers, making it harder to understand and influence.
To some extent, this constraint can be alleviated by
applying the techniques currently being tested for
understanding the preferences of commercial
customers who also have multiple decision makers.

e Large expenditures per end-use device result in sub
stantial lags in decision-making, since several
of management are involved in the decision.

@ Since most industrial firms manufacture products for
sale to either final consumers or other to
fully understand their factors, utilities need
to understand trends in their customers' end-use
markets and anticipate future developments. In other

utilities need to understand not only their
customer but their when dealing
with industrial markets.
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The general business operations dimension deals with
needs related to policies and procedures which guide the
day-to-day operations of a firm. These needs are most
often addressed at the highest levels of the company.
Specific needs might include: moving toward new tech
nology to improve operations, reducing environmental
emissions, complying with OSHA requirements, and
emphasis on line responsibility for cost control$

Industrial Market Research

Of course, each industrial customer is unique and would
deal with these sets of needs uniquely. At the same
for analysis and purposes, utilities cannot deal
with each customer Thus, a compromise has
to be reached in terms of how to segment the market and
how to assess the needs and preferences of each segment.
In the next section, which focuses on industrial market
research, we address these issues.

The energy operation focuses on tw'o aspects of energy
needs: those associated with managing energy operations
and those associated with service support required from
the energy supplier. Specific needs related to managing
energy operations include: investing in DSM tech
nologies, and maximizing equipment efficiency $ Specific
needs related to service support might include: customized
service, rate stability, and power and reliability$

Industrial market research is based on a combina-
-n~1MI"Hll"llr"l' and secondary data sources which address

the industrial customers, their markets, energy
use, and economic and fmancial profiles. Information on
industrial demographics, operations, processes, and eco
nomics is often referred to as "hard" data 0 Hard data at
the national or regional level is often available through

secondary sources, including Standard and
Poor's "Industry Surveys" or the United States Depart
ment of Commerce. More detailed data about individual
customers may only be available through data
collection, which is more expensive and time-consuming.

When industrial DSM programs, it is important
to be receptive to "soft" data sources, which are less
scientifically rigorous but nonetheless critical towards
understanding the dynamics of the industrial marketplaceo
Soft data often include information on the progressiveness
and risk-bearing nature of corporate decision-makers with
regard to new technologies, and customer perceptions of
the utility as a provider of end-use energy services, rather
than simply as an energy distributor"

eeds and references of
ustomers

he
Industrial

Case studies of business performance cited regularly in the
Wall Street Journal, Harvard Business Review, and Tom
Peters' syndicated column indicate that successful com
panies develop products and services to meet customer
needs. Such companies regularly monitor customer needs
and preferences so that they can convey the "voice of the
customer through to production fi (Hauser-Clausing 1988).
This suggests that the first step in developing successful
industrial DSM programs is to understand the unique
needs and preferences of such customers"

To understand the needs and preferences of a utility's
industrial customers, one has to k at the world through
their eyes. To obtain such a view, in the last few years,
several utilities have conducted in- one-on-one
discussions with their industrial customers. One major
conclusion emerges from these discussions: saving energy
is rarely the most priority for industrial

A barrier is "other demands on
mall1a~gelneIlt time. rr Even the first cost of energy
efficient and the lack of information which

many residential and commercial customers from
in such technologies are comparatively less

liI-rnnn,rf'43~"§" barriers in industrial decision especially
for the to industrial customers. The biggest
barrier is not able to see how tech-
1l"Ilr!<'inn'"1OC! and processes can the industrial customer
become more and This
SU2:2es,ts that if utilities can find a way to show industrial
customers the uvalueadded n features of en~er2:v-etrlcl~ent

DrC)aUlcts~ such as more reliable with pre~m1um

motors and better process controls with adjustable
then their chances of that customer to

invest in energy can rise CO]lS1~der'abjlY

research has defined a framework for
1irlt:l~nt~lhl1lnl!'lf the needs and of industrial cus-
tomers. It characterizes customer needs in three dimen
sions: business business
oJ)t,ratlonS'l and energy opt:~ratlons.

The business dimension deals with needs
that relate to the way a firm orients itself in the

These needs are often seen as
CEOs and stockholders.

with the general business
n~r''iT~jr'hnn superior products/

on new products!
."....,..,..,,~.. 'ltY.,.,.,.lI~l.nl the work force to "do it the

risks to grow the business.
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The next of this research focuses on individual firms.
The time and energy needed to conduct and maintain
research on every industrial customer served the
could easily an entire much less the
staff for any program.

Industrial Energy ~~~AIl'l!h4l~

The first step is focused on customer segments.. The
planner should be prepared. to study each segment's
current and forecasted production, employment, the mix
of manufacturing inputs and outputs (i. e .. , raw materials,
energy, transportation, etc.), and the nature of the
segment's short and expectations .. The
planner should also be aware of the relationship of
industrial customers with the government, including
legislative impacts on business, regulation, economic

and subsidization.. A central focus in the
relationship of industry and is on the
tion of environmental This focus has fundamental
consequences on the way in which industries such as
chemical, paper, and utilities conduct their business.

strategy and design. As mentioned above, this may
require some investment of time and energy to collect
1I"Il'll41l11:"n~1II,",T data.

The third of industrial market research focuses on
segment and customer energy usage and the impact of
industrial DSM programs. relative fuel

and the relative saturation between gas,
and other fuels the of energy as a

and customer levels.
Further of DSM can be achieved by esti-

the distribution of energy across industrial end
uses. this is a since most
customers consider this proprietary, or do not record this
sort of information. Even when audit results are
aV8111al'le .. r-n~l"'nn~'1M~n'!l''llC' between customers should be con
ducted with caution, due to operational differences such as
raw materials, fuel choice, types, and produc
tion levels.

IHBa,~t1l'"1t'lIi,"" consumption in the industries is
concentrated predominantly in electric motors, with a
smaller share of overall consumption devoted to
electrolytic processes, process heating, lighting, and
miscellaneous end-uses.. electricity distribution
among these end-uses can vary widely across industrial
market As shown in EPRI (1988), motors
account for all electricity in the pulp
and paper 26), and
cement about half of

and chemicals

Collection of industrial market research data is often com
plicated the diversity of industrial markets, firms and
products, the limited availability of energy consumption
and end-use data, and the reluctance of many industrial
firms to disclose sensitive or proprietary information to
utility auditors or surveyors. This may require integrating
known aspects of the utility's customers (however incom
plete or uncertain) with aggregate-level industry trends,
models, or the advice of industry experts. Four prevalent
areas of concentration with respect to industrial market
research include market segmentation, industry segment
and firm characteristics, energy usage, and economic and
fmancial data.

with a Paf'tlC\Uar

arket Segmentation

Market segmentation distributes the utility's industrial
customers into groups which have common needs and

which will respond to an offering,
and which are strategically to the
operations and Shapiro 1983). Various methods
are available to segment the industrial market, the most
common of which is the u.S. Standard Industrial Classifi-
cation Another method uses customer

records to the customers in terms of
energy and demand" data combined
with SIC data will reveal the most market seg-
ments in terms of energy and of Similar
r-n1n1in~'I!"'1lIC!n'li"aC' can be made data on load pro-

and energy characteris-
industrial labor and

levels and and energy mt,ensatv

Market schemes can also be based more
...... _,="',...,l .. ~ on customers' needs" While less COInmlonJlV
this can a
market successful DSM programs.

for has for
ae'vellOOllnsY needs-based from the results of a
needs survey of industrial customers. a statistical
pr()CeaUlre known as cluster customers can be
1n·(}Ur~ed into a limited number of Each segment
reJ:»re~;ents a group of customers

of needs.

Once the industrial market scheme has been
de~H21t1at'ed.'1 data needs to be collected for each segment,
and where each customer. This phase of market
research is intended to refine the of
the industrial with to DSM program

Industrial ~eanlerr[ and Customer
haracteristics

WikleI' et al..



Economic and financial ata

DS;M MeasuresIndustrial

usually includes the construction of matrices which
directly compare market segments, industrial processes,
energy consumption, equipment and end-uses, customer
strategic needs, and financial and economic resources
(EPRI 1986).. This analysis usually highlights significant
intersections and clusters within the matrix of customer
segments, needs, end-uses, and economic variables, which
can provide focus for program strategy, design, and
marketing.

Industrial firms are increasingly aware of and
interested in DSM as a strategic response to new condi
tions in their market. The pressure to increase
pr()dllct]lV1t~V is directed toward research and development
focusing on improvements in industrial methods and
processes. Controlling the waste of energy and materials
is a response to economic and environmental regu-

which in tum reflects changing consumer demands.

For example, the North American steel industry is under
going a significant shift towards plant modernization and
cost-cutting.. Steel executives are saddled with reducing
operating costs to maintain competitiveness with domestic
producers, while at the same time are being forced to
modernize their plants to create higher-value steel
products and remain competitive with foreign steel pro
ducers. Industrial DSM for utilities serving steelmaking
customers target technologies which reduce energy-
related costs, such as ladle refining or scrap

The program respond to customers'
investment limitations by low-interest financing or

to reduce the capital investment and increase the
rate of return for the

DSM measures are available for aU industrial end-uses,
but are most for electric motors and lighting.
Motor DSM m.easures include of standard
errlcu~nc~y and rewound motors with high-efficiency AC
motors; addition of an adjustable-speed drive (ASD) for
variable load operations; selecting the optimal motor size
for the required fan and/or pump load; installing high
efficiency pumps and fans; and replacing v-belts with
cogged belts.. The first two motor measures have already
achieved some market penetration, due in part to utility
DSM as weB as natural market mechanisms. Lighting
measures include high-efficie~cy fluorescent ballasts;
replacement of incandescent, fluorescent, and mercury
vapor lamps with higher efficiency lamps (e.g., metal
halide and sodium lamps); electronic
lighting controls; and daylighting, and
reflectance strategies.. Lighting measures have likewise
already achieved some partial market penetration.

Economic e and

_~r.IO·~Qt'1ln6:'l! characteristics.

COllstlraults, and its

Once information about equipment inventories and
customer energy usage becomes more available, end-use
models like EPRI's Industrial Forecasting Model
(INFORM) can be a useful resource to forecast end-use
COILSUInptlon and to how DSM programs win
impact energy usage..

(SIC 28) industries; and less than half in the primary
metals (SIC 33) industry. Lighting, HVAC, and other
miscellaneous end-uses tend to account for a relatively
small portion of electric use across most segments. In
manufacturing, gas and other fossil fuels furnish four
fifths of aU heat and power, specifically as a boiler fuel to
create steam, for process heating, and in cogeneration of
electricity. Natural gas is also used in the industrial sector
as a feedstock for several chemical processes, including
ammonia, hydrogen, methanol, and carbon black. Fossil
fuels are used in drivepower applications.

The fourth of industrial DSM market research con
centrates on the financial and economic aspects of indus
trial firms.. This research is conducted for
individual customers, and the level of research can be
h""',.,...... I'lIII"y defined or defmed data
can be collected from a range of sources, such as Standard
and or Dun and Bradstreet investor ser-

annual stockholder and corporate fmancial
such as the Form 10-K filed with the Securities

Commission These sources
basic information about any firm 0 Additional
information about focus and executive turnover
can often be found in annual JI. ...... !I-'....."Jl. v.o.l'o

Once this information has been the 'll"Il>ln~~t:!II1l'" may
wish to collect more detailed information the
customer's their
and and their
Due to the sensitive nature of such lln1'",n'1i"1"n~t1nn

information may not be available for many firms until the
1i"loIft'l!"ll·1l"Ill<f::ll. .... has established a with the
custolner, such as a formal program or ................ 81-" ......... _

Infonnatio:n to be collected include a list of
the customer's decision-makers for capital investment

the firm's financial
for invest-

the information collected in the other of
industrial market research needs to be This
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he rt of Industrial
Program Design

The objective of program design is to translate the
estimates and technology options developed. in the

DSM process into programs that work in the real
worlde The best and technology screen

win be of little use unless DSM programs are
around customer needs, overcome market
and are marketed effectivelYe This section

focuses on five elements in industrial program design~

DSM measures for other industrial end-uses have achieved
little or no market penetration, due to poor cost
effectiveness of existing measures, the relative scarcity of
such measures, and limited utility and customer awareness
of these measures. Process heat measures usually involve
the consideration of alternative fuels, or are highly site
specific, such as waste heat recovery, insulation, steam
piping retrofits, computer controls, and industrial heat
pumps and exchangers. Electrolytics measures are likewise
site-specific, such as efficient anodes and the replacement
of mercury and diaphragm cell technologies with mem
brane cell systems. Finally, space heating, cooling, and
ventilation measures are readily available and often cost
effective, but are less popular in the industrial sector since
this end-use does not typically account for a significant
portion of electricity costs, and are less competitive with
alternative capital investments.

eetDesign Program .....~:~1" •• ra:3~~

ustomer and Utili

The third element is to design program features to meet
customer and utility needs. It is important to be clear
about what that program is intended to accomplish &

Though there may be general agreement on the purpose of
the program-for example, to increase use of efficient
motors in industrial customer facilities -- it is useful to list
objectives as specifically as possible. technology
selection, market segmentation, and customer needs
assessment steps described earlier add valuable informa
tion that will enable program designers to flesh out
program objectives.

evelop arketing Strategy and Methods

utility. This concept is commonly referred to as the
"internal sell II and typically includes departments such as
rates, forecasting, customer marketing, and many times,
the highest groups in the company (i.e., CEO and the
board of directors) (Engel 1990). With industrial DSM
programs, this point becomes even more important given
the potential for competing objectives among departments
within a utility 0 For example, the marketing department
may have the responsibility of maintaining any and all
contacts with large industrial customers. However, if the
DSM department pursues its agenda without coordinating
with the marketing department, certain problems will
arise. The so-called internal sell is a crucial component in
making industrial DSM programs work. Involvement,
communication, and training are the key aspects of the
internal sell.

easures into SBundling DS
Programs

The fourth element is marketing strategies and
methodse Strategic marketing is a long-term process
involving many facets of the utility. Many view market-

in the context of designing and implementing DSM
programs, as more tactical than strategic. It encompasses
the promotion, recruitment, and sales aspects of the
program. For industrial DSM programs, a marketing
effort many times boils down to making one-one-one
contacts with customers.

forecast Program Impact

The final element of industrial program design is fore
casting program impacts 0 Much analysis is normally
devoted in DSM planning stages to the expected impact of
various programso In the program design stage, however,
the analysis must become more specific and pragmatics
The reason for this is that with the heterogenous nature of
the industrial sector, there is considerable site-specific

Internal Buymin from theObtaining

The second element is to obtain a certain level of DSM
from internal departments and groups within the

The first element of industrial program design is I)Wld.tm2
DSM such as energy efficient motors and
able drives into logical groups for program delivery ~

In order to DSM into 1 ical groups for
program that remain after
various are reviewed to determine
if there are market barriers enough to interfere
with measure This identify the
measures that are most suited to a customer base,
service and market and eliminates
those measures that are for inclusion in
pOltenltlal DSM prograITlSo The result is a list of DSM
measures that can be into logical groups for
program
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variation in savings. An example from a recent industrial
lighting program effort by the Bonneville Power Adminis
tration illustrates this point (Wilder and Faruqui 1991b).
Measured savings from the program varied from less than
1% to nearly 70% yielding an average of less than 5%.
There are three primary measures of impact that should be
estimated prior to implementation: size of the eligible
market, participation rate, and energy and demand
impacts.

Types of Programs

This section reviews two facets of DSM program design:
(1) the types of programs offered at u.s" utilities, and (2)
the types of strategies utilized by utilities to deliver these
programs to the marketplace@

HVAC: Includes programs dealing with space
heating, cooling, ventilation, and air quality
equipment

It is worth noting that many of these programs are offered
to both industrial and commercial customers rather than
just to the industrial customers exclusively.

Industrial DSM programs are often not always delivered
to the marketplace in the categories outlined above.
Utilities are beginning to design their DSM programs in a
more market-oriented formaL This reflects an emerging
program design ·losophy that shifts priorities toward
making these programs work in a "market friendly"
formaL This includes three general delivery categories:
(1) replacement programs, (2) retrofit programs, and
(3) new construction/remodel programss

The heterogenous nature of industrial end uses, tech
nologies, and customer types often complicates and pre
cludes designing DSM programs with sector-wide applica
bility and appeal. To achieve industrial DSM objectives,
many utilities have relied on traditional program
approaches that on alternative rate designs such as
interruptible and time-of-use rates" these
programs are still common and a significant
prcrpo:rtlOID of total industrial DSM activity in the United

more and more utilities are into a
malIkletulg-orllen1ted aPt)ro~ach to influence energy decisions
of industrial customerso

A recent survey reveals a total of 407 industrial
sector DSM programs at 154 different electric utilities in
the United States Table 2 a
summary of the allotment of reported V.So pro-
grams of programe Note that this table provides

for all of DSM program categories" The
tOlJlOW'1D2' typically energy ettJlCle~nc'v-

Replacement programs generally provide incentives to
replace old or worn out equipment including motors,
lighting, and HVAC systems" This program is
delivered to customers through direct or prescriptive
rebates where the measures are listed on an applica
tion forme The objective of this program is to convey
simplicity both to the customer and the trade allies.
This is referred to as an emergency
replacement program which means that trade allies
playa key role. In many instances, the customer's
equipment needs do not readily fit into what the utility
offers on the direct rebate application form" In these
cases, customized: rebates are offereeL Here, the
customer provides engineering calculations or an audit

that identifies savings opportunities" Utilities
often offer comprehensive incentives either on a
$lkW, $/kWh, or $/therm basis" Customized meas
ures are difficult to implement for emergency replace
ments, although can work for planned

oriented programs:

Retrofit programs provide for incentives to replace
inefficient equipment prior to the end of the servicee
Typically, these opportunities are identified for
customers through an energy audit or process assess
ment Incentives can be either prescriptive or
customizede

New construction/remodel programs provide for
incentives to incorporate efficient building systems or
industrial process designs during the so-called
f'window of opportunity" when a new facility is being
built or an existing facility is be substantially
remodelecL The program can be delivered either in a

Includes programs
and process energy

walK-ltnrC)u~~h audits to
assessments and

Includes programs dealing with efficient
and fixtures and task outdoor 11IInlli~1t''IlI'lI''II_

H2:Jltll:L2 control systemse

detailed process
studies 0

Motors and motor drive: Includes programs 11"11'tTn~'(ll11'1l"l1onr

m~~n-erIICl~en(~V and motors and/or
dl'lVeS"
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format
format The latter for assistance and
rebates for the Imple:me~nultl()n of efficient measures or

rogram Experience

Utilities have been DSM programs such as inter-
rut.tlble rates to industrial customers for wen over
years. Since the the number of
industrial DSM programs has increased as
utilities have to tum their attention to the huge
DSM of this sectOfo Much of this increased DSM
effort has taken the form of programs 0

Of the of programs have been oriented
toward systems, especially lighting, HVAC, and

In large measure, these programs
replresent ad~ElPtatl()ns or of commercial-sector
DSM programs9

In just the last several years, greater utility emphasis has
been placed on applying energy-efficiency programs to
industrial processes (Nadel 1990). Efficient motor rebates,
ASD rebates, customized audits and rebates, and other
programs are increasingly tapping the DSM potential of
process loads. Since such loads generally represent more
than 90% of an industrial facility's electricity
consumption, this direction should expand the opportuni
ties for industrial DSM..

This section provides a summary of the experience
utilities have gained with industrial-sector energy
efficiency programs and outlines suggestions for utility
DSM program designers involved in this area. Six key
areas are discussed, with supporting examples.

on Customer Needs

To be successful, program designs need to be based on a
firm of industrial customers and their



needs. As noted earlier, these needs can be organized in a
stnlcture consisting of business strategies, business
operations, and energy operations. Given this range of
needs, utility DSM planners should expand their focus
beyond just energy issues; a needs-based
approach can help in this regard. Generally, industrial
plant managers are most concerned about achieving pro
duction quotas by the end of the month, meeting environ
mental regulations to avoid EPA penalties, or some other
non-energy issue. Accordingly, productivity, environmen
tal compliance, product quality, or other issues may
represent opportunities for the utility to work coopera
tively with their industrial customers (BuIes 1990). This
interaction may provide the "foot in the door" needed. to
successfully market energy-efficiency programs. Addi
tionally, it may solidify a long-term relationship which
encourages the industrial customer to look to the for
technology-oriented assistance and information.

incentive structure, and as of mid-1991 was so wen
received that a hold had to be on the
program

As noted more than 90% of a typical industrial
facility's usage is due to process loads.
Nonetheless, a small of industrial
DSM programs focus on these loads * even
fewer programs consider the energy usage and errlCllenc~y

po1ten1tlal of industrial systems in an mtle2r'ate~a

Replacing a conventional motor with a
motor will reduce that load's COilsumr:ttlo,n
about 4 %, but the entire
motor fits can often much
et al.

can
apl:Jr01aCJtlm,2 process loads in an fashion

substantial it is a difficult
Industrial processes are very and

very .........-~. ""'". so must be on a case-by-
case basis detailed audits and calcula-
tions" In are often understand-

reluctant to deal with the costs,
and pOlten'tlal risks associated with new, energy-
efficient or processes.

.It..I" ...... ',.;fIBJ'JIl. ......... the some
suzmtlCaJllt advances into nrr}(~e:ss-Ul:-JU:J,

Motor rebate programs
are

tnr4DU~~ customized audit and rebate which
2eIler~UJY pay incentives per kWh or kW saved or have a

threshold. For NU's Action
~"il"''''''U''lr1l'''<!ll'&'''n is a combined audit/rebate program available to
elI customers. incentives to allow

a one-year NU found it to
reduce the reluctance of to

process loads Additional can be
found at BPA and Ontario BPA's $avings
Plan has the installation of a variety of process
CnalD.2t~S with incentives that can range up to 1JJ14«J...'''-' .. ''lJ''-'''-'

and Ontario process
audit program has employed outside consultants to

135 audits of industrial facilities.
These audits uncovered an average of 1~5 MW of load
reduction per

Through

ithin theTarget Particular
Industrial Sector

Directly ith
Simple Programs

Given the among industrial customers, it is
'it~a.'Ml·It'l1l'1l"1ln all industrial customers the

same. as outlined earlier in this
paper, the to groups of
customers that have common characteristics and
needs. industrial markets with DSM
programs that match the markets' needs can be an effec
tive way to increase customer For in

its energy audit programs, Northern States
its ell market size. NSP

ae"eIC)'O€;(i a range of audit programs: audits for the
smallest customers, more audits for medium
sized customers, a:nd more detailed audits for
customers

audit and/or incentive programs win meet the
needs of many industrial customers. The most successful
programs are by the and
are easy to noted with NSP's audit

a for smallerCII
customers. rebate programs win
be for many of these same customers.

The New Electric worked hard to
~llnl'lnilf"" its rebate programs. The Initiative
program evolved from earlier program which had more
C01LnOleX incentive schemes and relied on ESCOs for pro-
gram Elis a

~a(~lnl:les and Major

It is 2eIler~UlY easier to encourage the of process
the initial or modification of the

ue,Slgnln~g Successful Industrial DSM pr()ar.fJm~s



process line. As a result, DSM programs which offer
incentives for such changes can be helpful. BPA's Energy
$avings Plan, for example, provides incentives for new
plants as wen as existing facilities. Other utility programs
have successfully focused specifically on new construction
in the commercial and industrial sectors. NEES's Design
2000 Program, for example, has been very popular, with
280 participating customers during 1991 (McAlteer 1992).
Technical assistance and a marketing approach which
clearly defines the benefits to customers have proved
crucial to the program's success. Most of these new
construction programs, however, have largely involved
commercial-sector customers.

1'i.m~~!Ilr'IIRIil!~'W' to Reach the Decision-Maker
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